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Learning theories
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The Learning Cycle

• The learning cycle is a dynamic process that 
involves four specific stages: 

– Concrete experience.
– Reflective observation.
– Abstract conceptualization.
– Active experimentation.

• The key to effective learning is to be competent in 
each of the four stages.
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• Concrete experience: The learner first encounters an 
experience.

• Reflective observation: The learner thinks about the 
experience and the problem.

• Abstract conceptualization: The learner thinks about 
different ways to solve the problem.

• Active experimentation: The learner implements the 
ideas about how to solve the problem.
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• Think about a child learning to ride a bicycle. The child jumps on the new 
bicycle, takes off and probably falls over. Ouch! That’s a concrete 
experience (or maybe an experience with concrete!) 

• It’s likely he thinks about the fall (reflective observation) and doesn’t want 
to do that again, so he must think of another way to solve the problem. 

• He may think he never wants to ride again (abstract conceptualization). 
That’s one way to solve the problem, but when all his friends are riding, he 
knows it’s not a very good solution. He needs to come up with some other 
ideas for riding safely, getting in more practice and less pain! Maybe Mom 
or Dad could hold on to the back of his shirt while he practices or maybe 
he can try riding at various speeds. Eventually, with enough practice 
(active experimentation), he gets the hang of it and rides off with his 
friends! Learning has occurred! 
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Learning Theories

• Reinforcement theory:
– People are motivated to perform or avoid certain 

behaviors because of past experience based on that 
behavior. 
• Positive reinforcement.
• Negative reinforcement.
• Extinction.

– How can this theory be used in training?
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• This is a commonly used learning theory. It makes the assumption that 
people will respond positively when good behavior is rewarded and they will 
repeat the desired behavior to continue obtaining the reward. This is 
positive reinforcement. 

• Negative reinforcement is just the opposite, but it makes the same 
assumption. It assumes that people will avoid behaviors that are punishing 
or somehow painful. Negative reinforcement administers a form of 
punishment to a specific behavior with the expectation that to avoid the 
punishment, individuals will not repeat the behavior.

• Extinction is the process of withdrawing all reinforcement, both positive and 
negative, in an effort to eliminate the behavior. It assumes that if the 
behavior is ignored, it will be discontinued. 

• How can this theory be used in training?

• Trainers need to identify what outcomes the learners find positive (and 
negative) and then link those outcomes to the learners’ acquisition of 
knowledge, skills or changing behavior.
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Social Learning Theory

• People learn by observing other people (models) they think 
are knowledgeable and credible.

• The model’s behavior is adopted.
• Self-efficacy: The individual must believe he or she is capable 

of learning.
• Four processes in learning:

– Attention.
– Retention.
– Motor reproduction.
– Motivation.
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• Social learning assumes that individuals learn by observing the behavior of 
others. When we see good behavior being rewarded in other people, we are likely 
to repeat the others’ behavior. If we see others being punished for poor behavior, 
we are unlikely to adopt those negative behaviors. The model sets the learning 
example for the observers. 

• Individuals’ learning is also influenced by their self-efficacy, their own perception 
of their ability to learn. If an individual doesn’t believe he or she is capable of 
learning, he or she probably won’t learn; but if the learner believes he or she is 
capable of learning, the learner will likely put forth the necessary effort and persist 
in learning even when learning conditions are less than ideal. 

Processes necessary for learning to occur:
• Attention:The learner must be aware of the important aspects of the model’s 

behavior to know what behaviors he or she is supposed to be observing.
• Retention: The learner must remember the observed behaviors.
• Motor reproduction: The learner will try the observed behavior to determine if he 

or she receives the same reinforcement received by the model.
• Motivation:  The learners is more motivated to engage in the model behavior if 

he or she sees that the behavior is positively reinforced. 
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Goal Theories

• Goal-setting theory:

– Behavior results from a person’s intentional goals 
and objectives

• Goal orientation:

– Learning orientation.
– Performance orientation.
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• Goal-setting theory assumes that learning can be improved by providing 
trainees with specific challenging goals and objectives.  It is important to 
remember that goals have been shown to lead to high performance only 
when the individuals involved are committed to the goals. 

• In goal orientation, those learners with a learning orientation believe that 
training success occurs when improvement and progress are made in 
performance. They accept that mistakes will be made and consider errors 
and mistakes to be part of the learning process. As long as progress is 
being made, the learner is on the right track.

• For those with a performance orientation, the learner focus is on task 
performance and how that performance compares to others. They see 
success as high performance only and find errors and mistakes to be 
unacceptable. 

• Learners with a high learning orientation learn for the sake of learning, while 
those with a performance orientation focus on performing well with less 
effort put on learning itself. 
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Need Theories

• A need is a deficiency that a person experiences at 
a certain time.

• A need motivates a person to behave in a way that 
satisfies the deficiency.

• Need theory suggests that trainers should identify 
the trainee needs and communicate to them how 
the training will satisfy that need. 
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• Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory and 
on McClelland’s theory of need for 
achievement, affiliation and power. 
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Expectancy Theory

• Behavior is linked to three factors:
– Expectancies: The trainee’s belief that increasing 

effort will lead to higher performance.
– Instrumentality: The trainee’s belief that 

performing a certain behavior will lead to an 
expected reward.

– Valence: The value that the trainee places on the 
reward.

• How does this relate to training?
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• Expectancy theory suggests that individuals will only make 
the effort to improve their performance if they believe their 
extra effort will lead to the desired performance and thereby 
result in a desired reward. 

• They must see the link between effort and performance in 
achieving the outcome. The other key issue in expectancy 
theory is that the outcome must be valued by the individual or 
the individual will not make the effort necessary to attain the 
outcome. 

• Don’t expect a weekend at a golf resort to increase employee 
performance if the employee involved doesn’t like golf! 

• how this theory relates to training.????
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Information Processing Theory

• Information processing theory: 

– Information is taken in by the brain.
– Information undergoes transformation.
– Information is encoded into short-term or long-term memory.
– Information is stored and available for later retrieval and use. 
– Feedback from the environment. 
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• Information processing theory assumes 
that learning occurs in the brain as a result 
of stimulus. The information is encoded, 
stored and later made available to use for 
various purposes. The final link in the 
model is feedback from the environment, 
which gives the learner an evaluation of 
the information. 
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Learning Theories

How will you apply these theories into 
your training design?
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